Stetigkeit von E x,y und H x,y ⇒ Reflexionskoeffizient (in s-Polarisation)
Ideale Bedingungen (ε = µ = −1) sion. Therefore, it can be considered a homogeneous NRI medium. For frequencies where there is nearly isotropic backward-wave propagation, the dispersion relation becomes
where k n is the intrinsic wave number in the NRI TL medium, is the radial frequency, ␤ n d is the phase delay, and Z on is the characteristic impedance of the interconnecting transmission line sections, C is the loading series capacitance, and L is the loading shunt inductance. The voltages FIG. 1. TL unit cells. ͑a͒ Unit cell of dual TL structure ͑NRI medium͒ and ͑b͒ unit cell of TL mesh ͑PRI medium͒.
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© 2003 American Institute of Physics ject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp 0.8 Ϫ1 ϭ1.25, exactly canceling the decay of the evanescent wave. The phase progression in the x direction, which is not shown, is linear (k x dϭ0.4920 radians per unit cell͒ in all three media. In order to simulate these infinitely long interfaces, additional voltage generators were placed along boundaries ͑d͒ and ͑g͒. The voltage generators along boundary ͑g͒ compensate for the power absorbed by boundary ͑h͒, and the generators along boundary ͑d͒ compensate for the power absorbed by boundary ͑c͒.
In Fig. 4 , the voltage magnitudes are plotted for a finite sized structure that is only 10 cells wide and 15 cells in length. Voltage generators were placed only along boundaries ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ to excite an incident plane wave, while all other boundaries were terminated in their respective Bloch impedances. Edge effects are apparent in these simulations
The enhancement of evanescent waves by a realizable NRI medium consisting of a periodic 2-D L,C loaded TL network has been predicted analytically as well as demonstrated through circuit simulation. Evidence of growing evanescent waves within the dual TL medium is shown for both infinite and finite length structures. The dual TL medium is a likely candidate for microwave subwavelength focusing and imaging applications. successive layers of rings stacked along the z − axis. Next cut up the structure into a series of slabs thickness a , making incisions in the y z − plane and being careful to avoid slicing through any of the rings. Each of the new slabs contains a layer of rings but now each ring is perpendicular to the plane of the slab and is embedded within. Print onto the surface of each slab another layer of rings and stack the slabs back together again. The unit cell of this second structure is shown in the middle of figure 14.
In the next step a third set of slabs is produced by cutting in the x z − plane, printing on the surface of the slabs, and reassembling. Finally we now have a structure with cubic symmetry whose unit cell is shown on the right of figure 14. Figure 14 . Building 3D symmetry: each successive re-stacking of the structure adds a ring to another side of the unit cell. 
Struktur Simulation

Draht als Schaltkreis
E in a I Φ ind = L I E out emK entlang Schlaufe = − magnetische Flussänderung RI − aE out = −L dI dt = iωLI Widerstand R, Induktivität L (für Länge a) Polarisationsstrom pro Volumen (j pol = ∂ t P) aI = −iωPa 3 Volumen-gemitteltes Feld (dünner Draht) E ≈ E out ⇒ ε = 1 − 1/ε 0 a ω 2 L + iωR , Ω 2 eff = c
